A profound consequence of the quantum Zeno effect is the partitioning of the total Hilbert space into quantum Zeno subspaces, among which any transition is hindered. Such a phenomenon can be due to frequent nonselective measurements, frequent unitary kicks or strong continuous coupling. Its practical relevance for halting decoherence is discussed and the problem of timescales is considered.
Introduction
The quantum Zeno effect 1, 2) is usually ascribed to repeated projections 3) made on a quantum system. However, it is a more general phenomenon, that can be readily understood in terms of the dynamical time evolution of quantum systems. 4) For instance, a spontaneous emission process can often be viewed as a very effective measurement, for it is irreversible and leads to an entanglement of the state of the system (the emitting atom or molecule) with the state of the apparatus (the electromagnetic field); at the same time, it is a bona fide dynamical process, that can be described by the Schrödinger equation. For these reasons, the main physical features of the Zeno effect would still be apparent if one would formulate the measurement process in more realistic terms, introducing a physical apparatus, a Hamiltonian and a suitable interaction with the measured system, with no explicit use of projection operators. 5, 6) More to this, once one has realized that the quantum Zeno effect (QZE) is a mere consequence of the dynamics, it turns out that neither a bona fide detection scheme, nor irreversibility are necessary requisites: in fact, any interactions-and not only those that can be considered as measurement processes of some sort-that considerably affect the system (in a sense to be made more precise in the following) provoke QZE. Therefore, the QZE appears in a much broader context than its original formulation, whenever a strong disturbance dominates the time evolution of the quantum system.
4)
The aim of this article is to discuss a profound consequence of the QZE, of great practical relevance, as it may "protect" a system from decoherence. We show that, whenever a disturbance dominates the time evolution, the system is forced to evolve in a set of orthogonal ("Zeno") subspaces of the total Hilbert space. This phenomenon will be discussed in Sec. 3 for the case of nonselective (projective) measurements, then extended in Sec. 4 to the case of unitary kicks 7) and finally in Sec. 5 to (unitary) continuous interactions.
8) The quantum Zeno subspaces are completely determined by the disturbance: they are nothing but its invariant subspaces; in the latter two cases (unitary kicks and continuous coupling) they are the eigenspaces of the interaction. An example is considered in Sec. 6, in order to elucidate the key issue of the relevant timescales.
The Quantum Zeno Effect
Let us outline Misra and Sudarshan's formulation 1) of the QZE. Let Q be a quantum system, whose states belong to the Hilbert space H and whose evolution is described by the superoperator
where ρ is the density matrix of the system and H a time-independent self-adjoint Hamiltonian. Let P be a projection operator onto a proper subspace H P = P H of H. We prepare Q in the initial state ρ 0 = P ρ 0 P at time 0 and perform a series of P -observations at time intervals τ = t/N , in order to ascertain whether the system is still in the subspace H P . If Q is found in H P at every step, its state at time t reads
where
is the survival probability in H P . Equations (2)- (3) are the formal statement of the QZE, according to which very frequent observations modify the dynamics of the quantum system: under general conditions, if N is sufficiently large, all transitions outside H P are inhibited.
[Notice that the dynamics (2)- (3) is not reversible.] Consider, indeed, the N → ∞ limit ("continuous observation") and assume, for simplicity, that the Hamiltonian is bounded, i.e. H < ∞. Then, it is easy to evaluate the limit
Equation (4) is also valid for an unbounded Hamiltonian, if H P ⊂ D(H). Then the resulting Hamiltonian P HP is self-adjoint and V(t) is unitary in H P . When the above condition does not hold, one can always formally write the limiting evolution for a lower bounded Hamiltonian in the form (4), but has to define the meaning of P HP and study its self-adjointness. In conclusion, the final state of Q is
and the probability to find the system in H P is
where we made use of the property V † (t)V(t) = P . If the particle is "continuously" observed, in order to check whether it has survived inside H P , it will never make a transition to H ⊥ P (QZE). Two important remarks are now in order: first, notice that the system does not remain in its initial state, after the series of very frequent measurements, but evolves in the subspace H P . Second, the limiting Zeno dynamics within H P is given by the unitary group (4) and is engendered by the new Hamiltonian P HP , that replaces the original one H. Therefore, starting from the dynamics (2), which is irreversible and probability-nonconserving, one ends up with a fully unitary evolution. Reversibility is recovered in the limit.
The Quantum Zeno Subspaces
The extension 8) of Misra and Sudarshan's theorem to nonselective measurements is straightforward and leads to the appearance of the quantum Zeno subspaces. The measurements are "nonselective" when the measuring apparatus does not select the different outcomes, but only destroys the phase correlations between some states, provoking the transition from a pure state to a mixture.
11) Let
be an orthogonal resolution of the identity and H n = P n H the relative subspaces, so that H = n H n . The associated nonselective measurement is described by the superoperatorP
and the evolution after N measurements in a time t is governed by the superoperator
We perform a first, preparatory measurement, so that the initial state isP
By assuming again that H < ∞ and by noting that for
on can show that the limiting superoperator
are unitary within the subspaces H n .
The components V n (t)ρ 0 V † n (t) make up a block diagonal matrix: the initial density matrix is reduced to a mixture and any interference between different subspaces H n is destroyed. Moreover, (15) where we made use of
In words, probability is conserved in each subspace and no probability "leakage" between any two subspaces is possible: the total Hilbert space splits into invariant quantum Zeno subspaces H n and the different components of the density matrix evolve independently within each sector. Misra and Sudarshan's seminal result (6) is reobtained when p n (0) = 1 for some n, in (15): the initial state is then in one of the invariant subspaces and the survival probability in that subspace remains unity. For a generic unbounded Hamiltonian, with the necessary precautions on the meaning of operators and boundary conditions, the Zeno evolution (14) can be written
is the Zeno Hamiltonian.
Unitary Kicks
The formulation of the preceding section hinges upon projectionsà la von Neumann. Projections are instantaneous processes, yielding the collapse of the wave function (an ultimately nonunitary process). However, one can obtain the QZE without making use of nonunitary evolutions, 12) by exploiting Wigner's idea of spectral decomposition. 13) In this section we further elaborate on this issue, obtaining the QZE by means of a generic sequence of frequent instantaneous unitary processes, that need not be spectral decompositions. We will only give the main results, as additional details and a complete proof, which is related to von Neumann's ergodic theorem, 14) can be found elsewhere.
7)
Consider the dynamics of a quantum system Q undergoing N "kicks" U kick (instantaneous unitary transformations) in a time interval t
In the large N limit, since the dominant contribution is U N kick , one considers the sequence of unitary operators 20) and its limit
One can show that
where the Zeno Hamiltonian H Z is formally given by (18) , P n being now the spectral projections of U kick
In conclusion
The unitary evolution (19) yields therefore a Zeno effect and a partition of the Hilbert space into Zeno subspaces, like in the case of repeated projective measurements discussed in Sec. 3. The appearance of the Zeno subspaces is a direct consequence of the wildly oscillating phases between different eigenspaces of the kick. It is superfluous to stress the analogy of the approach outlined in this section with the seminal papers on quantum maps and quantum chaos.
15)

Continuous Coupling
The formulation of the preceding sections hinges upon instantaneous processes, that can be unitary or nonunitary. However, as explained in the Introduction, the basic features of the QZE can be obtained by making use of a continuous coupling, when the external system takes a sort of steady "gaze" at the system of interest. The mathematical formulation of this idea is contained in a theorem 8, 16) on the (large-K) dynamical evolution governed by a generic Hamiltonian of the type
which again need not describe a bona fide measurement process. H is the Hamiltonian of the quantum system investigated and H c can be viewed as an "additional" interaction Hamiltonian performing the "measurement." K is a coupling constant. Consider the time evolution operator
In the K → ∞ limit, the dominant contribution is exp(−iKH c t). One therefore considers the limiting evolution operator
that can be shown to have the form
where the Zeno Hamiltonian H Z is again formally given by (18) , P n being now the eigenprojection of H c belonging to the eigenvalue η n
In conclusion, the limiting evolution operator is
whose block-diagonal structure is explicit. Compare with (24) . The above statements can be proved by making use of the adiabatic theorem.
17) It is also worth emphasizing interesting links with the quantum evolution in the strong coupling limit.
18)
The idea of formulating the Zeno effect in terms of a "continuous coupling" to an external apparatus has often appeared in the literature of the last two decades. 5, 19, 20) However, the first quantitative estimate of the link with the formulation in terms of projective measurements is rather recent. 4, 6) 
Decoherence and Timescales
One of the main potential applications of the quantum Zeno subspaces concerns the possibility of "freezing" decoherence and probability leakage due to the interaction of the system of interest (e.g., a qubit in quantum computation) with its environment. Let us look at an elementary example. Consider a qubit
and let one of its states, say |b , interact with a reservoir, yielding decoherence. The effective Hamiltonian 16) (Λ > 0)
describes the spontaneous emission of state |b into a structured (i.e., non-flat) continuum (represented by state |c ) with spectral density
We have chosen this Hamiltonian because it is rich enough to yield information about both the Zeno and inverse Zeno regimes. We will only consider the small coupling situation λ ω c , Λ. The decay rate of state |b reads
that is the convexity of the initial quadratic region. This example is relevant for quantum computation, if one aims at protecting a given subspace (H 0 ) from decoherence, by inhibiting spontaneous emission. We consider only the scheme analyzed in Sec. 
(A somewhat related example, in terms of pulsed kicks, has been recently considered. 22 ) ) It turns out that H 0 = P 0 H is the eigenspace of H c belonging to the eigenvalue η = 0. Moreover, P 0 H dec P 0 = 0, hence H 0 is protected from decoherence when K → ∞. In fact, the modified decay rate of |b can be shown to be 4, 20) 
and when the Rabi frequency K is sufficiently large, the spontaneous emission from level |b is hindered like
However, these conclusions are valid for very large couplings: in order to get an effective protection of level |b , one needs
that is a coupling of the order of the bandwidth. More to this, it is easy to see that, if |ω c | > Λ/ √ 3, an inverse quantum Zeno effect 23, 24) takes place and the requirement for obtaining the QZE becomes even more stringent. 24) Indeed, under the above condition, κ(ω) is a convex function for ω 0, that is κ(K)+κ(−K) ≥ 2κ(0), hence γ eff (K) ≥ γ. Therefore, by increasing K one does not obtain the desired effect, but its opposite: decoherence is enhanced rather than hindered. In such a case, in order to get a QZE, a coupling larger than the bandwidth is not sufficient: one must require also
Couplings are inversely proportional to timescales. For this reason, the real problem is that of the relevant timescales yielding QZE (rather than inverse QZE). Conditions (38)-(39) can be very demanding for a real system subject to dissipation 21, 24) and the model (32) yields then nice insight into some recent examples. 25) We will elaborate on this point in a future paper, in view of possible applications.
